
Compositional Device: Framing 

Framing is the technique of drawing attention to the subject of your 
image by blocking other parts of the image with something in the scene.  

Four benefits of framing pictures:  
1. Giving the photo context (for example framing a scene with an 
archway can tell you something about the place you are by the 
architecture of the archway or including some foliage in the foreground of 
a shot can convey a sense of being out in nature).  

2. Giving images a sense of depth and layers (in essence framing a shot 
generally puts something in the foreground which adds an extra 
dimension to the shot).  

3. Leading the eye towards your main focal point (some ‘frames’ can 
draw your photo’s viewer into the picture just by their shape). Some also believe that a frame can not only 
draw the eye into a picture but that it keeps it there longer – giving a barrier between your subject and the 
outside of the shot.  

4. Intriguing your viewer. Sometimes it’s what you can’t see in an image that draws you into it as much as (if 
not more than) what you can see in the picture. Clever framing that leaves those viewing your image 
wondering a little or imagining what is behind your frame can be quite effective (get it wrong and it can also 
be quite annoying!).  

How and when should I use framing? 
Frames for photographs come in all shapes and sizes and can include shooting through overhanging branches, 
shooting through windows, using tunnels, arches or doorways – you can even use people (for example 
shooting over shoulders or between heads) etc.  

Your frame doesn’t need to go completely around the edges of your image – they might just be on one or two 
edges of your shot.  

My rule of thumb when considering framing is to ask the question – ‘will this add to or take away from the 
image?’ Sometimes framing can just add clutter to a shot and make it feel cramped – but at other times it can 
be the difference between an ordinary shot and a stunning one.  

Lastly – if you do use framing techniques you also need to consider whether you want your frame to be in 
focus or not. In some instances a nicely blurred frame will really add a sense of mood and depth to your shots 
(in this case use a large aperture) but in other cases to have your frame in focus can help with adding context 
to the scene (in this case choose a narrow aperture). 

 
 

 

 

 



 

My Framing Notes: 

What is Framing? ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your framing should be…behind your subject (background), before your subject (foreground), or the same plane as your 
subject (middleground)? 

Why Framing?  

1. ______________________________________________________________________________ 
2. ______________________________________________________________________________ 
3. ______________________________________________________________________________ 
4. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Types of Framing 

5. ______________________________________________________________________________ 
6. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle the two pictures that are good examples of Framing.  Label the good examples manmade or nature. 

 

Framing           30pts needed 

Read and Report:  Find an article on the given topic.  Read in and write a short summery of the 
article, what you learned, and how you can apply it.  Print out your article and report and place 
in your binder.  Min requirement is 2 paragraphs 
 

5 pts 

Go and Do:  Go out and shoot this compositional element.  Your focus is seeing and capturing 
this compositional element, but your images should be decent technical wise. 
Turn in on a contact sheet columns 4 rows 5 

1pt per picture 

Photo Shoot: Go to a nature spot and shoot all natural framing. 
Edit your top pictures and turn them into the Best folder as JPGS, last name first name. 

5pts each, max 4 pictures 

Photo Shoot:  Shoot using all manmade framing. 
Edit your top pictures and turn them into the Best folder as JPGS, last name first name. 

5pts each, max 4 pictures 

Critique: Turn in a picture for the critique.  
Edit and then save into the critique folder as JPGS, last name first name. 
 

10pts  

 

 


